We study polynomial time algorithms for estimating the mean of a random vector X in d from n independent samples X 1 , . . . , X n when X may be heavy-tailed. We assume only that X has finite mean µ and covariance Σ. In this setting, the radius of confidence intervals achieved by the empirical mean are large compared to the case that X is Gaussian or sub-Gaussian. In particular, for confidence δ > 0, the empirical mean has confidence intervals with radius of order Tr Σ/δn rather than Tr Σ/n + λ max (Σ) log(1/δ)/n from the Gaussian case. We offer the first polynomial time algorithm to estimate the mean with subGaussian confidence intervals under such mild assumptions. Our algorithm is based on a new semidefinite programming relaxation of a high-dimensional median. Previous estimators which assumed only existence of O(1) moments of X either sacrifice sub-Gaussian performance or are only known to be computable via brute-force search procedures requiring exp(d) time.
Introduction
This paper studies estimation of the mean of a high-dimensional random vector from independent samples. Our goal is to design an estimator which is both statistically and computationally efficient. For us, that means it should achieve essentially optimal rates of statistical error and also be computable in polynomial time.
We address a simple problem: given i.i.d. copies X 1 , . . . , X n of an unknown random vector X ∈ d with finite mean µ and covariance Σ, and an error tolerance δ > 0, find an estimateμ δ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) such that { μ − µ > r δ } δ for as small a number r δ as possible. Our main result is the first polynomial-time algorithm for this problem which achieves essentially optimal confidence radius r δ (up to constant factors). Our algorithm is based on semidefinite programming.
Under only the assumption that X has finite covariance, the samples X 1 , . . . , X n may contain many outliers. Consider their effect on the empirical mean µ n 1 n i n X i . While among all estimators µ n minimizes the mean squared error, ¾ µ − µ n 2 Tr Σ/n, the concentration of µ − µ n may be rather poor. Chebyshev's inequality shows that
By constructing X where outliers at radius Tr Σ/δ occur with probability of order δ one may see that this analysis of the empirical mean is tight. If X were Gaussian, however, the story would be different. By applying Gaussian concentration to µ − µ n , one may show that
where Σ λ max (Σ) is the maximum eigenvalue of Σ. This bound is improved in two ways: the 1/δ term has become log(1/δ), and that term multiplies Σ rather than Tr Σ, which may may differ by a factor of the dimension d. Following [LM18] , we say that an estimator which achieves Eq. (1.1) (up to a constant factor) has sub-Gaussian performance.
In the classical case d 1, many estimators are known which achieve sub-Gaussian performance even when X has only finite mean and covariance [C + 12, DLL + 16]. One is the median of means [NY83, JVV86, AMS99] . Suppose X 1 , . . . , X n are i.i.d. copies of a real-valued random variable X with variance σ 2 , and for k Θ(log 1/δ), let Z i for i k be the average of samples X i·n/k through X (i+1)·n/k . Then it is an exercise to show that the median (or indeed any fixed percentile) of the Z i 's satisfies |median(Z 1 , . . . , Z k ) − µ| > Cσ log(1/δ) √ n δ for some universal constant C. Our main result is the first algorithmically efficient estimator with sub-Gaussian performance for large dimensions d. Our algorithm combines the median of means idea with a convex relaxation approach to compute a high-dimensional median. Theorem 1.1. For every n ∈ and δ > 0 there is an algorithm which runs in time O(nd) +
copies X 1 , . . . , X n of X the algorithm outputs a vectorμ δ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) such that
No effort has been made to optimize the constant 640 in the theorem statement. The constant hidden by O(1) in the (dk) O(1) term in the running time is at most 7 + o(1), using general-purpose solvers for semidefinite programs. We expect substantial improvement in the running time is possible.
Previous polynomial time estimators
As we have already discussed, while it is trivially computable in polynomial time, the empirical mean is far from achieving sub-Gaussian performance under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 Naive outlier removal -discarding samples X i with large norms X i before computing the empirical mean -is more successful. However, it is not a translation-invariant operation, so while the first-order growth rate of the confidence radius it achieves is sub-Gaussian, the radius depends at second
The previous polynomial-time estimator which comes closest to sub-Gaussian performance under the same assumptions as Theorem 1.1 is Minkser's geometric median
Minsker proves that if Z 1 , . . . , Z k are each the average of n/k samples X i for k Θ(log 1/δ) then
for some universal constant C. 
While this estimator achieves sub-Gaussian performance, it is difficult to imagine any computationally-efficient method of evaluating it. In particular, it appears to require either optimization of a non-convex function in d or combinatorial search through all subsets of the vectors Z i of size k/2. In numerous well-studied cases, inference problems with similarly combinatorial solutions seem to entirely lack computationally-efficient algorithms. One major example is the planted clique problem, where the goal is to test for the presence of a hidden clique of size about n 0.01 in an Erdős-Rényi graph G(n, 1/2). There is strong evidence from theoretical computer science that no polynomial-time hypothesis testing algorithm substantially beats random guessing for this problem, in spite of the fact that hidden cliques of size 2.01 log n remain detectable if algorithmic considerations are ignored [Kar76, BE76, Jer92, Kuc95, BHK + 16]. A similar story applies to many more traditional statistics problems: estimation of a sparse principal component of high-dimensional data, for instance [AW08, KNV + 15, HKP + 17]. Thus prior to this work it was uncertain whether or not there should exist a polynomial time algorithm whose statistical performance matches Lugosi and Mendelson's median of means estimator.
While the algorithm we present does run in polynomial time, it is far from practical on data sets of even moderate dimension, or for moderately small δ. This is due to the use of a semidefinite programming relaxation which our algorithm solves. Impractical running times are typical for semidefinite programming based algorithms, until they are further refined. However, many semidefinite programs in both combinatorial and statistical applications (for example, the classic -semidefinite program [GW95] ) are by now known to be solvable in nearly-linear time -that is, in time N(log N) O(1) for a size-N input [AK16, Ste10, HSSS16]. Thus, it seems likely that an algorithm similar to the one we present here can be made truly practical.
Our approach Rather than compute Eq. (1.2) directly, our approach begins with a convex relaxation. In particular, we employ a semidefinite program (SDP) from the Sum of Squares hierarchy, a powerful family of SDP relaxations for polynomial optimization problems. Sum of Squares (SoS) SDPs have recently seen numerous applications to computationally-challenging problems in statistics and machine learning. For instance, they offer the best available polynomial-time guarantees for parameter estimation of high-dimensional mixture models and for estimation in Huber's contamination model [H + 64, HL18, KSS18, KKM18]. SoS has also been key to progress in computationallychallenging tensor problems with statistical applications, such as tensor decomposition and tensor completion [MSS16, BM16, PS17] .
At a high level, our strategy is to show that by choosing a sufficiently strong convex relaxation of Eq. (1.2), the main properties of Eq. (1.2) established by Lugosi and Mendelson in the course of proving its sub-Gaussian performance apply also to optimal solutions of the convex relaxation. Of course, one must be sure that the relaxation does not become so complex that polynomial-time solvability is lost. The main work in this paper shows that a (d · log(1/δ)) O(1) -size SDP suffices; this is the reason our algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Organization The rest of the paper has two parts. In Section 2 we describe our median of means estimator and the convex relaxation which underlies it. We reduce the proof our main theorem to a simpler algorithmic problem, which we resolve in Section 3.
Main Algorithm and Analysis
Our algorithm employs a median-of-means scheme: first, the samples X 1 , . . . , X n are placed into k Θ(log 1/δ) buckets at random, and the algorithm computes the empirical means Z 1 , . . . , Z k inside the buckets. Then, the algorithm computes a certain median of the vectors Z 1 , . . . , Z k . The polynomial time algorithm for this median computation is the main technical contribution of this paper. It is captured in the following lemma.
From Lemma 2.1 we can prove the main theorem.
The vectors Z 1 , . . . , Z k are i.i.d. with mean ¾ Z ¾ X µ and covariance Σ Z k n Σ. The output of our algorithm is the algorithm -of Lemma 2.1 on the vectors Z 1 , . . . , Z k . With probability at least 1 − δ (by the definition of k), then the resulting estimatorμ satisfies
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the algorithm -and the proof of Lemma 2.1.
The median polynomial program
We recall the setting: there is a d-dimensional random vector Z with finite mean µ and covariance Σ (we drop the subscript Z on Σ from the previous subsection, since now the random variable X has left the picture). Given k i.i.d. samples Z 1 , . . . , Z k from Z, the goal is to find a vectorμ such that µ −μ 64( Tr Σ/k + Σ ), with probability at least 1 − exp(−k/100). The starting point of -is a semidefinite relaxation of the following optimization problem.
Definition 2.2 (Median Polynomial Program
Notice that the constraints b 
Implicit in the work of Lugosi and Mendelson [LM18] is the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3 ([LM18], implicit). With probability at least
Thus, an efficient algorithm to find a minimizer of the median polynomial program would solve our mean estimation problem. Unfortunately, there is no clear algorithm to solve the median polynomial program. Instead, our algorithm will solve a semidefinite relaxation of it. Our main technical lemma will be an analogue of Lemma 2.3 for our relaxation.
In the remainder of this section we describe -, which is our semidefinite relaxation, and provide its main analysis. First we need some background.
Linear operators, semidefinite programs, and the SoS method
The median polynomial program involves three sets of variables, x, v and b, and polynomial inequalities of degree 3 among them. A first attempt at a semidefinite relaxation would relax the variables x, v to matrices X 0, V 0, acting respectively as relaxed proxies for the rank-one matrices xx In keeping with the computer science literature, we use the names pseudoexpectation and pseudodistribution interchangeably.
Definition 2.5 (Satisfying constraints)
. A pseudoexpectation of degree t satisfies a polynomial equation p(y) 0 if for every q(y) such that p(y)q(y) has degree at most t it holds that3 p(y)q(y) 0. The pseudodistribution satisfies an inequality p(y) 0 if for every q(y) 2 such that deg q(y) 2 p(y) t it holds that3 p(y)q(y) 2 0. Example 2.6. To demystify pseudoexpectations slightly, consider the classic semidefinite relaxation of the set {±1} n to the set {X ∈ (n+1)×(n+1) : X 0, X ii 1}. (This is exactly the set of PSD matrices employed in the classic SDP-based -algorithm of Goemans and Williamson [GW95] .)
Each such X defines a degree 2 pseudoexpectation, by setting3 x i x j X i j for 1 i n and3 x i X 0,i , and finally3 1 X 0,0 1. Since X 0, it also follows that for every polynomial p ∈ [x 1 , . . . , x n ] 2 , one has3 p(x) 2 p ⊤ Xp 0, where by abuse of notation we have identified p with its vector of coefficients. Last, since3 x 2 i X ii 1, the pseudoexpectation satisfies x 2 i − 1 0 for each i; these equations exactly characterize {±1} n as a variety in n .
As in this simple example, it is always possible to write an explicit semidefinite program whose solutions are pseudoexpectations satisfying some chosen set of polynomial equations, which we do for completeness in Section A. However, as the degrees of polynomials and number of different types of variables involved grow, these SDPs become notationally unwieldy. In this regard, the pseudoexpectation approach carries significant advantages.
-
We need just one more definition before setting up -.
Definition 2.7. Let3 1 be a degree t pseudoexpectation on variables x x 1 , . . . , x n and ¾ 2 be of degree t ′ t on variables x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y m . We say3 2 extends3 1 if
In the following,3 is a pseudodistribution on variables x 1 , . . . ,
this is the same set of variables as in the median polynomial program.)3,3 ′ are both of degree 4. The -is:
Our main lemma on -, and the main technical lemma of this paper, is the following. 
In Section A, we design more explicit semidefinite programs whose solutions are the pseudodistributions3 and3 ′ of -. It then becomes clear that the function f (3) max3 ′3 ′ v 2 is convex in3, and can be evaluated by solving a semidefinite program; -is therefore solvable by the Ellipsoid algorithm. Thus, along with the running time analysis in Section A, Lemma 2.9 implies Lemma 2.1. We expect that by solving the optimization problem with a more tailor-made algorithm (using a first or second order descent method, for instance) will lead to much faster running times, but this requires a more sophisticated analysis.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Lemma 2.9 from sublemmas, which we then prove in subsequent sections. The first lemma bounds the inner variational problem in -(the maximization over3 ′ ) in the case that3 p(x) p(µ) for all p. We prove it in Section 3. The second lemma is a pseudoexpectation version of the observation that for every pair of vectors x 0 , x 1 ∈ d , either x 0 − Z i x 1 − Z i for at least half of the vectors Z i , or x 1 − Z i x 0 − Z i for at least half of the Z i 's. We prove Lemma 2.11 in Section 2.4. We also need an elementary fact.
Fact 2.12. Suppose that3 is a degree 2 pseudoexpectation on x, and that
this follows from the more general statement that
Now we can prove Lemma 2.9.
Proof of Lemma 2.9. Suppose that the event of Lemma 2.10 occurs. Let (3,3 ′ ) be the optimizers of -. Since3 µ given by3 p(x) p(µ), is also a feasible solution to -, by Lemma 2.10 we know that3 ′ v 2 64 
Proof of Lemma 2.11
In this section we prove Lemma 2.11.
Proof of Lemma 2.11. In both cases we will construct the solution by taking3 Otherwise, consider a
Thus if a i < 0 then a 
SDP certificates for the median
In this section we prove Lemma 2.10. The proof has two main steps, an expectation step and a concentration step. Both steps involve another semidefinite program, used only for purposes of analysis, which we call -. This SDP is a relaxation of the following problem: given vectors Z 1 , . . . , Z k , find v on the unit sphere maximizing the number of i ∈ [k] such that Z i , v r for some threshold r > 0.
C such that there exists3 with 
Now we can prove Lemma 2.10.
Proof of Lemma 2.10. Taken together, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 imply via the bounded differences inequality that with probability at least 1 − exp(−k/100) it holds that -r (Z 1 − µ, . . . , Z k − µ) k/3 so long as r 24( Tr Σ/k + Σ ). Now, let3 on x 1 , . . . , x d be given by3 p(x) p(µ), and suppose that there were3 ′ extending3
and feasible for -
We claim that3
′′ satisfies the constraints of
1/2 and C k/2. The only nontrivial constraint to check is3
Since C k/2 > k/3, this means that we must have r 24( Tr Σ/k + Σ ).
Expectation step
In this section we prove Lemma 3.2. The main tools will be a variant of Grothendieck's inequality and a bound on the expected 2-to-1 norm of a random matrix. We start with a definition.
Definition 3.4. Let A ∈ n×m be a matrix with rows A 1 , . . . , A n . The 2-to-1 norm of A is defined as
Ax 1 max
The following lemma is due to Nesterov. It follows fairly easily from the observation that A 2 2→1 max σ∈{±1} n σ ⊤ A ⊤ Aσ and the fact (also due to Nesterov) that semidefinite programming yields a 2 π -approximation algorithm for the maximization of a positive semidefinite quadratic form over {±1} n (see e.g. [WS11] , section 6.3 for a simple proof). 
The next lemma, which we prove in Section 3.3, bounds the expected 2-to-1 norm of a random matrix with i.i.d. rows. 
So in the end we obtained
(Here we used Lemma 3.6 to bound ¾ A 2→1 .) This proves the lemma.
Concentration step
We prove Lemma 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. By symmetry, without loss of generality we assume i k. Let3 be a feasible solution to -(Z 1 , . . . , Z k ) with objective value C. We claim that3 satisfies i k−1 b i C − 1. To see this first note that for any p with deg p 
Thus,3 restricted to v, b 1 , . . . , b k−1 is feasible for -(Z 1 , . . . , Z k−1 ) with objective value C − 1, which means
However, any feasible solution3 for -(Z 1 , . . . , Z k−1 ) can be extended to a feasible solution to
) by adding the variable b k but setting it to 0. So
which finishes the proof.
The 2-to-1 norm of a random matrix
In this section we prove Lemma 3.6. The proof uses ideas from the empirical process literature. Lugosi and Mendelson prove a similar statement in the course of proving [LM18] Lemma 1. We will also need the Ledoux-Talagrand contraction:
Lemma 3.7 (Ledoux-Talagrand Contraction, as stated in [LM18] 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. First, for any unit
Thus it will suffice to show that
be an independent copy of Z i and let
, v and using convexity of the sup,
Let σ 1 , . . . , σ k ∼ {±1} be uniformly random signs. By exchangeability of Z i , Z This concludes the proof. 
